SIGMA: SIG-MA

/ˈsɪɡmə/ noun: sigma; plural noun: sigmas; noun: Sigma; modifier noun: sigma

1. The eighteenth letter of the Greek alphabet (Σ, σ), transliterated as ‘s.’.

2. Mathematics: The upper case sigma is used for the summation notation.

3. A 2.5 Week immersive rotation for high-performing Civilian GS-13/14 or Military O-4/5 level acquisitions leaders from throughout the Navy into the ASN(RDA) organization which provides:
   - First hand exposure to ASN(RDA) level discussions and decision making processes
   - Immersion for program participants into day-to-day activities at ASN (RDA)
   - Participation outside of their comfort zone and an opportunity to directly contribute to the ASN (RDA) team
   - Opportunity for these future leaders to expand their understanding within and beyond their primary career field
   - Introduction to the Pentagon
   - A set of working relationships within the ASN(RDA) organization

For more information, or to inquire about being a part of the Sigma program, please contact your SYSCOM Chief of Staff.